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§ 1. Let K be a 1-connected CW complex such that H*(K; Z) is the exterior
algebra over Z generated by two elements xt, ί = l , 2 with ά\mxi=nι (nx<n2).
In this note we shall consider the problem:

When does there exist a map K->Sn* so that H*(K; Z) maps onto H*(Snz Z)

(this is the special case of r—2 of the problem 50 in [2]).
It is clear that there exists such a map if and only if K has the same homo-

topy type as the total spaee of a fti-spherical fibre space over S"2, so this problem
has already solved in some sence. Our purpose is to obtain one of sufficient
conditions for the existence of such a map.

Since we may regard K as a CW complex of the form SniVJen2VJeni+712, we
denote by L the subcomplex of KxK=Sni^Jen2xSnK Now we consider the
following condition:

(A) there exists a map h:L->K such that h\Sn*\Jen*x(*) and /ι|(*)xSni
are both the identity.

We say that K is of type (A) if K satisfies the condition (A). We shall prove

THEOREM. // K is of type (A), then there exists a map K—>Sn2 so that
H*(K; Z) maps onto H*(Sn2).

For example, if K is an /ί-space K is of type (A). Therefore we have

COROLLARY. // K is an H-space K has the same homotopy type as the total
space of a Sni-spherical fibre space over S712.

Remark. Mimura, Nishida and Toda has classified //-spaces with rank 2 up
to homotopy.

Now we denote by a and β the attaching maps for the cells en2, eni+712

respectively.
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§2. The case of nx~n2.

Since nx=n2 K has the form SniVSn2Uen^+n2 and

β = *l°βl + <i°β*+l'l, ' J , βi^2U-l(Sn)

where c3 denotes the inclusion Sn=Snί->SnWSn2 and n=n,=n2.

LEMMA 1. // K is of type (A), then K is SnxSn (n=3, 7) up to homotopy.
Hence K is also an H-space.

Proof. Let i be the generator of τϋn(Sn) and let i be the inclusion map
S»iVSn*-*/C Since L^S^VS^xS 7 * 1 the condition (A) means that Ϊ * ( [ ^ , ί J ) = 0
=ϊ*(C^i, ^]) where [ , ] denotes Whitehead product. Therefore there exist two
integers a, b such that

(2.1) cafo, c3)=a(c1oβ1+c2oβ2+iclf c2-])

(2.2) lιl9 td=KΊ°βi+ι*°β%+lti, <Δ).

From (2.1) we have α=0, i.e. ^*([^, f])=0. Since ί1# is monic we have [̂ , 0 = 0 ,
i. e. n=3 or 7. Moreover, from (2.2), we have that b~\ and βλ=β2=0. Thus
the proof is completed.

Now Theorem follows from lemma 1.

§3. The case nλ<n% (since n3 must be odd this means n 2 > n 1 + l ) .

Let a : (Dn\ S**-1)—(#, Sn0 and ^ : ( / ^ i + ^ 5ni+n2-i)^(/i:, S"i\Jen*) be the
characteristic map for the cells e712 and £πi+n2 respectively.

Consider the part of the homotopy exact sequence of the pair (SniVJen2, Sni):

where * means n1-\-n2—\.
Since ^ U ^ is a generator of Hni+7l2(K; Z) there exists an element p of

π*(Dn*, S712-1) such that

where [ , ] r denotes relative Whitehead product and i*(c1)=c1.
Let ί : Sn^en2^Sn2 and ^ : Dn2->Sn2 be the natural pinching maps. Then

we have

(3.1) P*(β)=Q*(r)

Now let h: L->ϋΓ be the map satisfying the condition (A).
Since
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A is a map of degree 1 on eni+n*=enixen*. Let L be the subcomplex^L-en i + n 2

of L and let θ be the attaching class for the cell eni+n* of L (0e7r*(Γ)).
Then, from the above argument, we have

(3.2) %*(θ)=β (h=h\L).

Since we can regard the restriction h\SnixSUί as a map SnixSni^SniVen* we
have a map Λ: S2ni—>Sn2 defined by the following diagram

S»iχS»i —> SnixSni/Sni\/Snί=S2ni

v ψ ψ

LEMMA 2. αo(E~1/l)=[^ni, r n i ] zn TΓgTĵ XS711), where E denotes the suspension
isomorphism: 7r2ni_1(Sn2-1)-,7r2ril(Sn2).

Proof. Consider the following diagram

π2ni(SniχSn\ ^ V S " ! ) —->

U
 9

^ n / ) 8 n i ( , ) 2 , 1 1 ( )

q* 3

Then, the proof follows from the commutativity in each block and d~1oq^.—E.

LEMMA 3.

/. From pinching SniVSUl to a point we obtain a map p : L-*Sn2V S2ni

such that the following diagram is commutative

L > Sn2VS2rtl

Then we have

(3.3)
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where c2Ίll denotes the inclusion S2ni-*Sn*V S2nK For, let g1:S
n^

S*2\/s2ni/S2ni be the pinching map. Since it is clear that the composition

pro. p

is an extension of the map qxop over L, we have

(3.4) QiJΛO)=0.

Next, let q2 :S
n*VS2n^S2ni=Sn*VS2ni/Sn* be the another pinching map. Then

q2op is extendable over L to the reduced join Sni

S*ni\Jeni+n\ Hence we have

(3.5)

Now (3.3) follows from (3.4) and (3.5).
Since, from (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), we have

Thus the proof is completed.
Now, by lemma 2, we have

Eaoλ=Elcni, cnil=0.

Therefore, by the equality

we obtain

Since Eni+1 is isomorphic (w2>7z1+l) this means

(3.6)

On the other hand, it is clear that if p*(β)=O there exists a map K-^S"2 so that
//*(/£"; Z) maps onto H*(Sn2). Hence the proof of Theorem is completed by
lemma 3 and (3.6).

§ 4. Addendum.

Lemma 1 shows that if K is of type (A) (n1=n2)} K is an //-space. But
this is not true in general (n 2 >n 1 ). In fact, lemma 2 and (3.2) show how to
construct a complex of type (A). Let [_cnv cn^\ be decomposable as follows

^ ) and α'Gff^^"1).
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We consider the complex SniXJes which is obtained from attaching es to Sni by
α. Since lenv cni]=0 in πinι-i(Sni}ϋe8) there exists a map fe: Sn^x Sn'-^Sn^es

such that &|SniVSni is the identity map. We define the map k:L-*Su

ι^es by

£|SniW6sχs0=projection to the first factor.

Let β be the element £*(#) of π^^.^S^^Je8) and let K be the complex which
is obtained from attaching eni+s to Sni^Jes by β. If n and s are both odd,
H*(K; Z) is £[X, x j and if is type of (A). For example, let σ be the generator
of τr8(S

7). Then we have

Hence there exists a complex K=S7Ue9Ue16 of type (A) with H*(K; Z)=
Elxlf x2] Then K is not an //-space by the Theorem of Adams in [1].
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